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SUSTAINABLE & ECO-FRIENDLY 
HOME DECOR MATERIAL





Our dream has always to offer something distinctive that elevates design 
from ordinary to extraordinary.  Cendani established in October 2019 and 
together with our family-owned manufactures which have operated since 
2011 in Indonesia, we committed to creating sustainable and eco-friendly 
material for the Building Industry.  Working closely with local artists and 
craftsman gives us the freedom to pursue our own design strategy and 
quality standard.  It is our passion to develop beautiful and timeless 
material to support Architects and Interior Designer and Individual in 
finding the right material to suit their home design and commercial 
project.

 We hope to inspire you with our range of products.  

The reproduction of colour may differ from reality

Interior Wood Wall Feature



Wood is a   natural organic material which makes it one of the most versatile 
elements evident in all good design and a simple way to bring nature to 
every room for both residential and commercial space. It is also work 
fantastically to reduce the noise making it great not only for home but also 
great for studios, concert halls, and theatres.

Each wall panel is precisely assembled from narrow stripes of reclaimed 
wood to produce a sleek geometry look. Nail any decor from country to 
contemporary, traditional to transitional.

Reclaimed wood is lumber utilised in building projects and construction of 
railcars, old houses, boats and other structures. Reclaimed wood is different 
from imitation wood. The ageing process from used wood over the century 
has proved the quality and the durability compared to the new growth tree 
can provide.

While keeping the commitment towards protecting the environment and 
reducing the usage of natural resources, it is a perfect eco-conscious choice 
of material for individual or businesses.

INTERIOR WOOD WALL FEATURE



Natural Coral - CR001



White Washed Coral - CR002



Natural New Cube - CB004



New Wave - WE008



Natural Ripple - RL001



Winter Rainbow - RB005



Quantity : 10 pcs
Coverage  : 0.891 sqm
Dimension : 57 x 20 x 18.5 cm
Gross weight  : 8.5 kg

Packaging Specs
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www.bettawood.com.au
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